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What is the Purpose of Copyright?

 The purpose of copyright is “to promote the 

progress of science and useful arts, by securing 

for limited times to authors and inventors the 

exclusive right to their respective writings and 

discoveries.”

 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8. 



Where did the concept of Copyright 

Originate?

 Most historians would attribute 
the world’s first historic law 
related to the concept of 
“copyright” to Queen Anne. 

Known as the “Copyright Act 
of 1709” -Titled: “An Act for the 
Encouragement of Learning, by 
vesting the Copies of Printed Books 
in the Authors or purchasers of such 
Copies, during the times therein 
mentioned.”

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/e/ec/Statute_of_anne.jpg
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Who is in Charge of Copyright Now?

 Copyright Law is different for every Sovereign Nation. 

 Almost every country has a different law for copyright –some 
don’t have any… 

 U.S. (Current) Life + 70 years….

 Important Legislation in the U.S.:

 Copyright Act of 1909 

 Copyright Act of 1976

 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998

 TEACH ACT –Technology, Education, and Copyright 
Harmonization Act of 2002

 Family Entertainment and Copyright Act of 2005



Fair-Use | What Is It?

 Fair use is a legal doctrine that allows a limited 

use of copyrighted materials without having to 

acquire permission from the copyright holder(s) 

 Exclusions are allowed for:

 Commentary, Criticism, News Reporting, Research, 

Teaching, or Scholarship

 In our case, as Collegiate (or public school) 

Ensemble Directors –Fair use is applicable in certain 

circumstances



Four Factors Governing Fair Use
 Questions to ask about whether or not fair use has the POTENTIAL to 

apply to your situation:

 What is the purpose of the use?

 It is Commercial or Non-Profit/Educational in nature?

 What is the nature of the copyrighted work?

 Is the work mostly fact or fiction?

 The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the 
copyrighted work as a whole 

 Was a small portion take or a large portion… In music, a very 
small portion of a song my constitute the “heart” of the work and 
consequently not be eligible for fair-use or even cause larger 
infringement issues…

 The effect of the use upon the potential market for, or value of, the 
copyrighted work 

 I tend to think of this as the “grand-daddy” question of today… 
Did you impede upon the author’s ability to make money?



Real-World Applications for 

Ensemble Directors

 Question:  What Do Ensemble Directors Do That 
Requires Them To Interface With The Copyright Law?

 Answers:
 They perform copyrighted music

 They record copyrighted music

 They archive copyrighted music

 They adjudicate copyrighted music

 They arrange or simplify copyrighted music

 They compose original music

 They distribute copyrighted music

 They educate with copyrighted works

 They create educational materials



Rights Primer

Copyright Law/Act grants five RIGHTS to the ACTIVE 

copyright owner:

 The Right to Produce

 The Right to Perform

 The Right to Distribute

 The Right to Reproduce

 The Right to Display



Various Licenses

 Grand Rights

 The right to perform music connected with or apart from dramatic works 

–the right to perform or segment a work 

 Mechanical Rights

 The right to produce audio recordings and distribute them –the right to 

distribute

 Synchronization Rights

 The rights to use audio in combination with visual images such as movies, 

videos, or television

 Other Rights

 Streaming, jukebox, public display (embedded in performance)



Do I Need Permission To Arrange A 

Chart/Song For My Ensemble?

 Yes, if the composition is copyrighted…

 Anything that is Pre-1923 is NOT-copyrighted.  

 Anything that was composed or created after the Act 
of 1976 is automatically copyrighted the moment it 
is “fixed in any tangible medium of expression”

- U.S. Constitution

 Any work that was registered between 1924 and 
1977 will become Public Domain in 95 years from 
the point it was registered… I.E. many works will 
become Public Domain starting in 2019.   



Do I Need Permission To “Simplify”
A Composition Or Arrangement?

 No (given a fair-use application) -providing:

 The fundamental character of the work is not 

changed (the basic melodies/harmonies)

 This privilege is not meant for “serious”
compositions but rather for beginning and young 

ensembles

 Changing any type of copyrighted work falls under 

the legal name of “Derivative Works”

 “Transformative vs. Derivative” –the great debate!



How Do I Obtain Permission To 

Write An Arrangement?

 First, you need to find out who owns the copyright?

 This is very easy if you are trying to arrange a piece of 
music that you already own.  Simply contact the 
publisher. 

 If you are trying to arrange a more current or 
“popular” piece of music then you will have to search 
some of the large holding companies such as ASCAP, 
BMI, or SESAC.

 What’s this going to cost us?
 Typically, anywhere from $50 to $300 PER song!

 In some cases…Thousands!



Some Copyright Holders Will Usually Deny A 

Request To Arrange Certain Songs/Composers

 The Following partial list was retrieved from MusicForall.Org:
 Music and film scores by John Williams 

 Music by Joaquin Rodrigo ("Concierto de Aranjuez") 

 Music by Charles Ives 

 "God Bless America" 

 "Riverdance" 

 Music by Vincent Persichetti

 The use of Literary Charaters (i.e. from "Where the Wild Things Are") 

 Music and stories of Dr. Seuss 

 "Symphony #3" by James Barnes 

 Works by David Maslanka (Mr. Maslanka will consider personally creating 
a new commissioned work or arrangements for your band.) 

 "Ritual Fire Dance" by Manuel de Falla

 Music from any Disney Film less than six (6) months after the film's 
release. 



Sites To Find Music Copyright 

Holders Quickly:

 Music For All: http://musicforall.org

 Director of Music Publishers:

http://mpa.org

 Hal-Leonard:

http://www.halleonard.com/

 Alfed Music Publishing

 http://www.alfred.com

http://musicforall.org/
http://mpa.org/


Do I Need To Purchase Multiple 

Scores For Adjudications?

 Yes, Usually… This, again, is totally up to the 
copyright holder.  

 What about fair-use?  It’s educational!  Well…it 
certainly impeded the “Grand-Daddy” rule … it 
impedes upon the manufacturers ability to make 
money.  

 A Web-document by Kendor Music and their 
response to their “buy what you need” policy:



Kendor Music’s “Buy What You 

Need Policy” -Explained by Kendor:
 “If you bought a hula hoop, practiced hard, then 

decided to show off your skills by entering a hula hoop 
contest, would you ask the manufacturer to send you 
two free ones because contest rules say you need three 
to compete? Not likely. You'd probably just go to the 
store and buy two more. Or you'd argue with contest 
officials that people with just one hoop should be 
allowed to compete. Taking out your frustrations on 
the manufacturer would be ridiculous.

The fact that music can be photocopied and hula hoops 
can't is irrelevant. The same principles apply. “



Mechanical Licensing…It’s easy 

now with the Harry Fox Agency

 If you would like to make a recording of a concert and 
make tangible CDs or recordings of the event –The 
Harry Fox Agency (HFA) makes this very simple now 
for up to 2500 copies. 

 Simply go to http://harryfox.com and register yourself.  
Then use their SongFile program.  

 You will be able to select from three types of licensing 
with this service:
 Physical (Cd, Cassette, or Vinyl?!?)

 PDD (Permanent Digital Download)

 Ringtone

 More digital types on the way (as of 5/2015)

http://harryfox.com/


HFA Cont. 

 What is the typical cost for the royalties of songs that 

you license in this way?

 Currently 9.1 cents per song under 5 minutes.  (Known as the 

Statutory Mechanical Royalty Rate) –Congress sets this. 

 …1.75 cents per minute for songs over 5 minutes.

 Quick Math:

 10 songs under 5 minutes = 91 cents per PDD/CD

 100 PDDs or CDs = $91.00 

 Yes, you can use PDDs to upload to iTunes…estimate 

your downloads ahead of time.



Other Agencies:

 CopyCat Music Licensing, LLC

 http://copycatlicensing.com

 Any Clearances, will do all the work

 Tresona

 http://tresona.com

 Easy to use service

http://copycatlicensing.com
http://tresona.com


But, I Want To Make A DVD (or 

MP4) Legally And Distribute It…

 Good luck... Seriously, this is much more involved.  
AND I think that this is certainly one area where the 
LAW needs to change, especially with regard to 
school/non-profit/education uses!  

 What you need to accomplish this is known as a 
“Synchronization License” (and the performance 
rights).

 How do you get one for making a DVD/Video of your 
concert –Contact the publisher OF EACH song you 
performed and make an agreement (Which will almost 
always include the mechanical fees on top of anything 
else)!  



My Local Cable Company Records 

Our Concerts And Broadcasts Them
 Take 10 minutes the next time your local video company shows 

up to record your concert and ask them the following questions:
 Did you secure the Performance Rights for this concert?

 Did you secure the Synronication Rights for this concert?

 Does your Blanket License Agreement Cover the Broadcast of this 
concert?

 You will find the answers are: No, No, and No. 

 I’ve asked local cable companies these various questions…most 
are aware of the infringement and I’ve even been told by a cable 
company that their written policy states that I/YOU have to 
acquire the appropriate clearances before we broadcast the event 
and we ASSUME that you have… 



Your Univ./School Must Have A 

Blanket License from ASCAP/BMI

 Almost all public/private education institutions have a 

“Blanket License”.  This allows you to perform/play 

any type of music on your campus.

 Fair use allows you perform any purchased music in an 

educational environment or concert.  Things get 

“tricky” when you begin to charge admission for your 

concerts.  REQUIRING a “donation” does constitute 

charging for admission –be aware.
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Can I Copy Extra Parts For My 

Ensemble… I Purchased The Score Set

 No… Usually -depending on the publisher’s agreement 
with you when your purchased the music.

 Some publishers allow you to purchase once and make 
as many copies as you need for your ensemble –this 
makes good sense to me.

 Can I make a copy of a portion of the music to 
accommodate a better “page turn”.  This is generally 
considered acceptable –provided the person they copy 
is made for is using it in conjunction with the original 
music! 



I Want To Post A Video/Audio Clip Of My 

Ensemble On YouTube Or My Website

 You may only do this if you are the copyright 
holder of the work.  If you are not, then you 
must obtain permission from the original 
copyright holder. 

 Very likely this will involve Synchronization rights, 
and other obstacles. 

 What if it is just a 20 second short clip?  -You 
still need to obtain the copyright holder’s 
permission.  



I Make Photo Copies Of My Music So That My Students 

Don’t Destroy It… Especially With Regard To Festivals.

 As ridiculous as this sounds… EVEN if you have a 

purchased piece of music, on site, for each student and 

they are using a photocopy for the event –most Music 

Publisher’s do not allow this.  

 You can certainly request permission to do this from 

the publishers. 

 Would you be convicted in a Civil Court if you were 

ever sued for this –I find it hard to believe, but I guess 

it’s possible. 



We Have A Lending Library For Our Music And 

Organization –Is It Legal To Share With Others?

 This one is a “stunner” with relation to the 

strictness of everything else… YES.

 Yes, provided you send the score set in its entirety to 

the “lendee”.   You are not allowed to send photo-

copies. 

 This is possible because of the provision that 

Congress made for public libraries.  In essence, 

public libraries violate almost every copyright 

law in existence…especially the “Grand Daddy”.



What About Making Copies Of “Out 

Of Print” Music?

 Just because a copy of music is “out of print” does not 

mean the copyright is null-and-void. 

 You are not allowed to make a copy of Score Set of 

“out of print” music and send it to your colleague 

simply because they can’t buy it anymore; however, 

you may “lend” it to them. 

 What about making parts or printing missing parts?  

Again, depending on the policy of the publisher –you 

may or may not be allowed to do this… 

 DID YOU KNOW? Barnhouse publishers never have 

anything OUT OF PRINT? Call them.



Can I Show Commercially Copyrighted Clips 

From Movies At My Concert?

 Yes.

 Provided that you are not charging admission for the 

performance.  As soon as admission is charged, you 

would have to pay royalties for the showing the clip. 

 As a rule of thumb, you should never show 

more than 10% of any movie in an educational 

environment like a school concert.  



Am I Allowed To Record My Concert 

For Review And Criticism?

 Yes, provided you do not cross the line of 
“distribution”. 

 The best practice would then be to review the concert 
in the classroom as part of a project.

 If you were to make a copy for each student and give it 
to them keep, this would be considered an act of 
distribution and mechanical and/or synchronization 
rights would be needed. 

 Can the institution keep it as an archive record of the 
performance?  Yes.



Can I Use Copyrighted Images On 

My Concert Program?

 Yes.

 Provided that you, again, are not charging admission 
for the performance and it is within the context of 
an educational performance. 

 Can I use copyrighted materials of a concert as 
part of an in-class assignment such as a 
PowerPoint or Non-Public Wiki/Website?  

 Yes, provided it exists purely in the realm of the 
class and the public doesn’t have access to it… 
NOT as a part of your public portfolio.



I JUST want to put a Marching 

Band Clip on my Website!

 Bad News –This still requires permission

 Contact the owners directly.

 Good News –BMI and ASCAP have begun 

allowing non-profits (501C3s) to pay a per year 

fee based on minimum page impressions:

 $.08 per generic page impressions

 $.12 per music page impression

 Minimum of $351 per year



I Bought The Music… I CAN Do 

Whatever I Want Now!

 Unfortunately, unless the publisher says so, you 
actually only bought the “ink and paper”.  The 
publisher owns the “music” on it and you are 
now subject to what privileges they give you and 
U.S. Copyright Law (or some other country’s).

 How can I do what I want to?

 Contact the publisher/copyright holder.  Whatever 
you and the publisher agree to –you are allowed to 
do.  Just make sure that you get it in writing or in 
some form of retrievable medium!



Seriously, What Will Happen To Me 

If I Am “Found Out”?

 Most likely (with regard to media infringements) 

you will first, be given a “Cease and Desist”
order. 

 In rare circumstances, or upon your 2nd or 3rd

“Cease and Desist” letter you will be named in a 

civil lawsuit with at least one on other entity: 

Your Institution.  



What Harm Is There Really In Making A Few 

Copies Of Something And Distributing Them?

 To the composer, the performer, or the 

copyright holder –plenty. 

 To the students, it provides them an acceptable 

sense of disregarding the the law by a 

“leadership” figure. 

 To society, arguably it lessons the “want” or 

incentive for people to continue to create new 

and fresh, worthwhile things.



How Do I Know Something Is 

Copyrighted?

 Always assume something is copyrighted 

UNTIL you can prove otherwise. 

 How do I copyright something?

 As soon as you create something in a “fixed tangible 

medium” it IS copyrighted…Now register your 

work for a much stronger legal position.  It’s quite 

difficult you wrote a composition first when 

somebody registered it months before you did.



I’m Not Buying Into Any Of This…

 You and many other famous people (Including Leo 

Tolstoy).

 There are many anti-copyright groups in 

existence…most of them are just complaining about 

it…

 Ignorance of the law has never been an acceptable 

defense.  Make sure you are aware of what you (or your 

school, college, or district) might be getting into when 

you willing decide to defy U.S. copyright law. 



Further Resources

 ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors and 
Publishers) 

 BMI, a music licensing agency. 

 Harry Fox, the licensing agency of the National Music 
Publishers Association. 

 National Music Publisher's Association This site 
contains extensive information on copyright, licensing, 
and royalties, as well as a search engine for songs 
licensed by the organization. 

 SESAC, a performing rights agency. 

 The U.S. Copyright Office.

 The Teachers Guide to Music, Media, and Copyright 
Law –Dr. Jim Frankel

http://www.ascap.com/
http://www.bmi.com/
http://www.harryfox.com/index.jsp
http://www.nmpa.org/home/index.asp
http://www.sesac.com/
http://www.copyright.gov/
http://www.amazon.com/Teachers-Guide-Music-Media-Copyright/dp/1423443446

